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Governance, institutions, growth
reduction: a literature review

and

poverty

Executive summary
1. This paper explores the linkages between governance, institutions, economic growth
and poverty reduction, as presented in the academic literature.

Growth and poverty reduction
2. The research evidence shows that poverty reduction is largely contingent upon the
achievement of higher growth rates. However, it also shows that growth itself is not a
sufficient condition for poverty reduction: appropriate governance structures will be
required to ensure that growth is pro-poor.

Trade, competition, conflict and growth
3. The evidence shows that higher volumes of international trade, specifically exports,
are strongly associated with higher levels of national growth. There are ‘adjustment costs’
for national economies and labour markets associated with the reduction of tariffs and trade
barriers, but the negative impacts of these can be limited in duration, assuming that labour
and capital is reallocated rapidly and efficiently. Higher levels of domestic trade are also
correlated with higher levels of growth.
4. Increased levels of competition in product markets and factor markets are generally
conducive to more rapid growth rates. More efficient (competitive, mature) capital markets
appear to have more modest impacts on economic growth in developing countries. This is
true both for domestic financial liberalisation, and for the effects of foreign direct
investment, and is likely to be a consequence of shortfalls in human capital stocks and low
levels of technological advancement in these countries.
5. Violent civil conflict, fragility and higher rates of crime are harmful to growth, owing to
their effects on domestic and international investor confidence. Low growth rates and
fragility are both likely to be consequences of the weakness of political institutions. The
apparent fragility of political institutions, may, in turn, be a symptom of fundamentally
unresolved political and economic contestation between elites.
6. Corruption is likely to have negative effects on investor confidence, and therefore has
the potential to curb growth. Corruption is typically a symptom of institutional weakness
rather than a primary cause of underdevelopment.
7. The most appropriate government policy (as opposed to the most appropriate
institutional set-up) to boost development is a subject on which the evidence is highly
polarised, partly on ideological grounds. The most appropriate role for states to play in
markets, or in providing the necessary foundations for markets to function not just
efficiently, but fairly, requires further attention.
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Economic institutions
8. There is a very substantial and credible research literature which explores the apparent
importance of institutions (North’s ‘rules of the game’), and specifically ‘economic
institutions’ for economic development. This theoretical literature makes a convincing case
that institutions introduce predictability, a degree of certainty into otherwise highly
unpredictable markets. Crucially, they provide potential investors with a degree of assurance
that their investments will not be expropriated arbitrarily. They do so through property
rights, and also through the rule of law which underpins property rights. Transparent,
reasonably facilitative, and predictable regulatory environments in the commercial sector
offer similar assurances to investors.
9. The strong theoretical underpinnings of this research have been followed by a large,
and highly-contested body of empirical studies, seeking to demonstrate economic
institutions at work. Using a variety of more or less robust econometric methods, a number
of these studies have demonstrated this effect. However, the findings of a number of these
studies are open to some question. Overall, the case that economic institutions matter is
persuasive. The ability of the research to isolate specific economic institutions that boost
growth is more limited, and less persuasive.

Political institutions
10. This paper finds strong evidence that democracy is highly valued around the world. The
evidence shows that democracies enjoy higher incomes, and that democracies are
necessary for the maintenance of growth. However, there is no evidence to show that
democracy is in itself a cause of higher incomes. Nor does it show that higher incomes will
automatically lead to democracy.
11. There does not appear to be any automatic link between a country’s democratic status
and its ability to reduce poverty or improve human development. Non-democratic states are
capable of growth, poverty reduction, and securing gains in human development. Moreover,
neither a country’s democratic status, nor indeed the holding of regular elections are
sufficient conditions to ensure that reasonable constraints are placed upon the actions of
the executive. Historically, transitions to democracy may entail violent conflict, and
‘young’ democracies are prone to relapses of violence.
12. The evidence suggests that a broader interpretation of democracy (‘deep’ democracy)
requires consideration of democracy beyond elections. As such, the political institutions,
processes and practices that really matter are more likely to be levels of political
competition, as characterised by stronger, issues-based political parties, and more
competitive recruitment to these parties.
13. The role of civil society also speaks to the concept of ‘deep’ democracy. The evidence
suggests that higher rates of popular participation in service delivery programmes are
likely to increase their benefits for the poor. However, civil society is prone to capture and
co-optation by already influential individuals who stand to benefit from particular outcomes.
This has implications both for the poverty-reducing impacts of participation, and for the
transformative transparency and accountability applications of civil society. The evidence
provides some signs of encouragement that civil society, particularly where it is
characterised by vigorous, and locally-grounded political activity, can have positive effects
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on the accountability of the state. However, the evidence also suggests that the scope for
civil society to achieve political change is highly contingent on the degree to which the
state is amenable to the role of civil society in local and national policy reform: civil society
appears not to have strong effects in semi-autocracies and quasi-democracies.

Institutions as the key to development?
14. A notable critique identifies flaws in the thesis that stronger economic and political
institutions are likely to provide major developmental benefits.
15. First, there is a methodological critique of the econometric research upon which a
significant body of ‘institutionalist’ research evidence has been based.
16. There is a significant body of evidence to suggest that institutions just aren’t that
important in explaining development trajectories, and that institutions are the outcome of
development, rather than an input for it.
17. Then there is the position (rigorously, and convincingly argued in the literature) that
institutions matter, but not in the ways that orthodox, conventional ‘good governance’
policy interpretations imagine. For example, institutions matter, but not in isolation. They
must be considered as clusters. Moreover, contexts matter for institutions: different clusters
will be required at different stages of a state’s development, and not all clusters will be
effective in different countries. Alternatively, there is the view that institutions matter, but
that it is the state’s ability to transform institutions which is more important than the actual
existence or specific form of those institutions.
18. Other critiques are content to recognise the importance of institutions, but note that
institutions must be populated by effective organisations, in the form of developmental
leaders, or developmental elites. A narrow, parsimonious focus on institutions without due
consideration of the organizations that form them, operate within them, and enforce them,
is likely to lead to ineffective policy interventions. Some, sceptical critiques, note that whilst
institutions and organisations are important, their development takes extended periods of
time (decades rather than years) and is not amenable to external intervention.
19. An alternative reading of politics, economics and history to that espoused by ‘good
governance’ interpretations of institutionalist literature has emerged around calls for ‘best
fit’ or ‘second best’ institutions. This literature adopts a ‘growth diagnostics’ approach to
change, and advocates for the identification of particular barriers to growth, and unorthodox
institutional fixes to remedy them.
20. In summary, institutionalist interpretations of economic and state development remain
prominent in the academic literature. The conceptual and theoretical evidence relating to
such interpretations is large, credible, and persuasive. Empirically speaking, however, the
evidence base is somewhat more problematic. A large body of high quality research shows
that even if there is widespread agreement that institutions matter, that in itself is
insufficient to enable the design of reforms likely to drive economic growth and reduce
poverty. Yes, institutions matter, but different institutions matter in different temporal and
geographical contexts. Further diagnostics work is required in order to understand the
specific institutional constraints faced by developing countries, and in order to identify
context-specific, appropriate fixes to overcome these constraints.
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21. Moreover, exclusive focus on institutions draws attention away from the role of the
state, and indeed that of donors, in investing in physical infrastructure, and human capital
(health and education) to the extent that is necessary for economic development. Both are
likely to be crucial for the effective operation of markets, and the gainful employment of
those who trade in them.

Abridged summary of the evidence
22. The following is an abbreviated summary of the findings of this paper:
a. Poverty reduction is largely contingent upon the achievement of higher economic
growth rates. However, growth on its own is not a sufficient condition for poverty
reduction;
b. ‘Free-er’ trade pays growth dividends. Higher volumes of international trade,
particularly exports, are strongly associated with higher levels of national
economic growth. Higher levels of domestic trade are also correlated with higher
levels of national economic growth;
c. Higher levels of competition in domestic product markets and factor markets
drive higher growth rates. Liberalisation of domestic and international capital
markets generally has more modest effects on growth;
d. Violent, civil conflict is deleterious to growth, but low growth rates and state
fragility are both likely to be a consequence of other factors;
e. Corruption may be deleterious to growth, but is not always an obstacle to growth
or consolidation of the state;
f.

The optimal type and scale of government intervention (i.e. policy) to address
market failures is distinct from the wider debate on the most appropriate
institutional set-ups for development;

g. There is a strong theoretical basis for the assertion that institutions specifically
economic institutions (such as property rights) matter for economic development.
The theory has been substantiated by a persuasive, though not definitive empirical
literature;
h. Democracy is highly valued around the world. Democracies are wealthier, more
likely to sustain growth, and less likely to go to war with one another than nondemocracies. However, the evidence does not demonstrate that democracy
causes higher incomes or is a direct outcome of higher incomes;
i.

There is no systematic link between a country’s democratic status and its ability to
reduce poverty or improve human development. Neither a country’s democratic
status, nor the holding of elections will necessarily place effective constraints upon
the executive;

j.

The emergence of, or transition to democracy typically entails violent
contestation;
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k. Political competition, as characterised by stronger, inclusive, issues-based political
parties, staffed by competitively-recruited individuals (and including women) is a
more effective predictor of executive constraint than a country’s democratic
status;
l.

Civil society may have pro-poor benefits, both through the mechanisms of
participation in public spending, and transparency and accountability. However,
the degree to which civil society is effective is likely to depend upon the extent to
which participation is politically motivated and organized (the more the better),
and the context in which it operates: civil society is relatively ineffective at
achieving political change in quasi-democratic or semi-authoritarian states;

m. Exclusive focus on institutions may underplay wider political, economic and
geographical factors that are key for development. In addition, it is clear that
different sets of institutions may matter for different countries at different stages
of their development. Development practitioners are likely to benefit from
consideration of best fit institutional remedies rather than best practice
prescriptions.

9
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Part I: Introduction
Background
23. For a number of years, a major strand in international development literature has
stressed the importance of institutions (North’s famous ‘rules of the game’) for poverty
reduction. The absence of conflict, free and fair elections, protection of property rights, the
establishment of the rule of law, free trade, the protection of property rights, and greater
transparency and accountability in government, guided by a rich civil society are just some
of the features frequently identified as being critical to growth and poverty reduction.
24. The reasoning that sits behind ‘institutionalist’ theories of development asserts that the
rules and laws which constitute robust institutional frameworks introduce a degree of
predictability into otherwise unpredictable market environments. They offer sufficient
confidence to investors and traders (both rich and relatively poor) that they will be able to
reap any profits from their investments. Moreover, a good deal of the institutionalist
research tradition tends to argue that the institutions most likely to deliver the highest
growth levels are those that are more open or inclusive: that’s to say rules that are intended
to serve the interests of the majority of a population, rather than merely those of elites.
25. This paper documents, reviews and synthesizes existing perspectives and evidence
relating to the linkages between governance, institutions, growth and poverty reduction.
The paper points out areas of greater or lesser contestation, with clear reference to the
research evidence. It makes clear what the research does, and does not demonstrate with
confidence. In so doing, it begins to try and identify those institutional features that are
likely to be essential for development, rather than merely desirable.
26. The paper finds that institutionalist interpretations of development are by no means
universally held and are not unequivocally supported by the research evidence. Alternative
interpretations of economic and state development suggest that poor countries are poor
because of endemic or structural problems such as climate, agricultural infertility, disease,
poor infrastructure and low levels of education. The mechanism to release them from such
‘poverty traps’ is not institutional change (which will follow, as an outcome of, rather than
an input for economic development), but substantial initial investments to mitigate for, or
‘unblock’ these endemic problems. Once these problems are tackled, poor countries stand a
much greater chance of achieving development trajectories that will set them on a path of
convergence with high income nations.2
27. This paper does not set out to compare and contrast institutionalist vs. ‘poverty trap’
schools of thought. It focuses much more on institutional explanations for
underdevelopment than it does on the effects of climate, agriculture, disease, poor
infrastructure or low education on growth. It seeks to establish the extent to which the
institutionalist research tradition is credible. In short, what is the evidence that the rule of
law, property rights, free and fair elections, independent judiciaries, free and fair trade, and
effective public services really do drive growth (and poverty reduction), and what is the
evidence that war and corruption are inimical to growth (and poverty reduction)?
2

See, for example, Sachs, J.D. (2005). The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time. New York: Penguin
Press. Analysed in: Banerjee, A. V. & Duflo, E. (2012 ed.). Poor Economics. Barefoot Hedge-fund Managers, DIY
Doctors and the Surprising Truth about Life on Less than $1 a Day. Penguin Books: London. See p. 3.
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28. The paper finds that when taken individually, almost many elements of the position that
growth and poverty reduction are dependent upon governance and institutions is subject to
vigorous debate, contestation or qualification in the academic research community. So, for
example, whilst it is striking that richer nations invariably enjoy stronger institutional set ups,
it is not clear that a deliberate focus on institutions and institutional reform (particularly as
institutions are understood in today’s developed world) will necessarily be a precursor to
growth. Next, and empirically speaking, the academic research is somewhat unconvincing in
disaggregating the effects (especially the magnitude of the effects) of different institutional
norms (such as the rule of law and property rights) on economic development. It also shows
that effective institutions may take very different forms in developing countries from those
that are now upheld as best practice examples in the developed world.
29. Similarly, the research appears to suggest that whilst inclusive political institutions (such
as democracy, including free and fair elections) are hallmarks of long-term stability and the
maintenance of growth, it is not clear that such institutions are prerequisites for ‘take-off’
growth. Several successful economic growth stories have been achieved through only
modestly inclusive economic institutions, and in the absence of inclusive political
institutions. Moreover, even though the deleterious effects of violent civil conflict on growth
are clear, conflict is often a response to institutional failings, so simply terminating conflict
may leave fundamental weaknesses in institutions unresolved.
30. Overall, then, there are complex paradoxes that emerge from the research evidence.
There is a good deal of consensus that ‘institutions matter’, but also vigorous debate about
which types of institutions matter, what form they take, when they matter, and what donors
can do to influence their reform. Further consideration of the findings of this paper, and
what they mean for development policy and programming are likely to encourage the
adoption of a ‘diagnostics’ approach to growth and institutional reform, an approach that
focuses on particular institutional blockages to growth, and then accurately identifies
‘substitutes’ or ‘fixes’ that may serve similar functions to the formal, codified versions of
institutions already present in richer economies.

Methodology: the limitations of a literature review
31. The current literature review considers and synthesises some of the available research
evidence on governance, institutions, growth and poverty reduction. As a literature review,
the current paper does not claim to have searched systematically for relevant literature.
32. The bulk of the evidence cited in the paper is empirical in nature, but some theoretical
and conceptual studies are cited as appropriate. Whilst many of the cited studies will have
been subject to peer review prior to their publication in journals, this paper has not involved
the quality appraisal of the referenced literature.

Governance, institutions, growth and poverty reduction: a diagrammatic
representation
33. Figure 1, below, attempts to place core aspects of this paper in diagrammatic format. It
differentiates between ‘impact’- and ‘outcome’- type features of development (in the upper
part of Fig 1.) and more foundational aspects (in the lower part). It is stressed here that the
diagram merely offers one way in which these various concepts may be linked. In this sense,
the diagram should be viewed as a purely presentational, and theoretical device. Much of
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the rest of the paper explores the linkages between various concepts. In its current format,
the diagram implies teleology and determinism (from bottom to top). In reality, research has
demonstrated that developmental progress is rarely linear. One way to conceptualise this is
to imagine the diagram as though it were a game of snakes & ladders, in which the ladders
have been proposed, but the snakes are not made explicit. Moreover, the precise ordering
of the ladders is contested in the literature: for example, the positioning of public services at
the upper end of the diagram is somewhat at odds with those who would characterise
health and education as critical inputs of development. This contestation is the subject of
discussion in the paper that follows.

POVERTY
REDUCTION

HIGHER
GROWTH
Higher
pvt. investment
Free
& fair
trade
(wider access to
markets)

Absence of
civil war
Effective public
services (health,
education etc.)
Free media

Democracy
political
competition
(incl. free & fair
elections)
Separation of
powers (including
independent
judiciaries)

Pol. rights
of individual
incl. women
Richer civil
society

POLITICAL
INSTITUTIONS

Absence of
corruption
Econ. rights
of individual incl.
women
Fair business
regulatory
environment

Predictable
Rule of Law
Executive
constraints

ECONOMIC
INSTITUTIONS

Secure
Property
Rights

Figure 1: (Snakes and) Ladders: the role of governance and institutions in growth
and poverty reduction.
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Structure of the paper
34. This paper by using Figure 1 as a framing device. It effectively works from top to bottom
of Figure 1, beginning with impact- (Part II) and outcome- (Part III) type features of this
institutionalist interpretation of development. The bulk of the synthesis considers the
concepts represented in the lower part of the figure. Part IV considers economic institutions.
Part V considers political institutions. The profound challenges in characterising
development paths in such straightforward, sequential form is acknowledged through much
of the analysis that follows, and, in particular in Part VI. Part VII concludes.
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Part II: Growth and poverty reduction: impacts of
development
Growth & poverty reduction
35. The research evidence demonstrates a clear link between growth and poverty
reduction. Using data from 47 countries, Ravallion3 shows that when mean income is rising,
median poverty rates are falling and vice versa. A World Bank study4 of 14 countries shows
that the pace of overall economic growth is the main determinant of poverty reduction
rates, with a 1 per cent increase in GDP per capita reducing poverty levels by 1.7 per cent.5
6
Kraay shows that at least 80 per cent of the cross-country variation in long-run poverty
reduction rates (by headcount) over the period 1980-2000 is attributable to growth in
average incomes.
36. Moreover, progress towards those Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which are
not directly focussed on income is also dependent on growth. At household level, higher
incomes make it easier to secure improvements in domestic welfare (in water, sanitation,
hygiene, health and education, etc.). Economic growth also expands government budgetary
resources, enabling additional investment in MDG-oriented programmes. Bourguignon and
7
others observe that any MDG strategy is reliant on overall economic growth as a
fundamental driver.

Not by growth alone
37. Even so, much of the academic literature also stresses that whilst growth is important
for driving down poverty, it is not sufficient. Addressing income inequality (besides growth
8
itself) is also important. High income inequality blunts the impact of growth on poverty
reduction. In addition, high inequality can reduce growth itself.9 The World Bank has
highlighted how high inequality may constrain economic development, while the IMF finds a
robust relationship between high inequality and truncated periods of economic growth.10

3

Ravallion, M. (2001). "Growth, Inequality and Poverty: Looking Beyond Averages," World Development, 29(11),
1803-1815.
4
Of 14 countries, of which 11 experienced significant economic growth in the survey period.
5
AFD, BMZ, DFID and World Bank (2005) Pro-Poor Growth in the 1990s: Lessons and Insights from 14 Countries.
Washington, DC: World Bank on behalf of Operationalizing Pro-Poor Growth Research Program.
6
Kraay (2006). “When is growth pro-poor? Evidence from a panel of countries,” Journal of Development
Economics, 80(1), 198-227.
7
Bourguignon and others (2008). “Millennium Development Goals at Midpoint: where do we stand and where do
we need to go?” Background paper for European Development Report 2009.
8
Kalwij, A. and Verschoor, A. (2007) “Not by Growth Alone: The Role of the Distribution of Income in Regional
Diversity in Poverty Reduction.” European Economic Review 51(4), 805–829; Ravallion, M. (2001). "Growth,
Inequality and Poverty: Looking Beyond Averages," World Development, 29(11), 1803-1815.
9
Ravallion, M. (2007). ‘Inequality is bad for the poor.’ In: Jenkins, S.P. & Micklewright, J. (eds.) (2007). Inequality
and Poverty Re-examined. Oxford: Oxford University Press.; Duflo, E. (2011). “Balancing growth with equity: the
view from development.” Jackson Hole Symposium Paper.
10
Berg, A.G. & Ostry, J.D. (2011). ‘Inequality and unsustainable growth: two sides of the same coin?’ IMF Staff
Discussion Note, April 2011.
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38. The evidence also shows that growth is more closely correlated with income than it is
with specific human development indicators: so whilst human development does improve
with growth, the increments in improvement are not always proportional to rises in income
levels.11 That some countries achieve poverty reduction faster than others even when
sustaining similar growth rates suggests that the relationship between growth and poverty
reduction is contingent upon the nature of government interventions beyond growth
promotion alone.12

Part II – summary
39. The evidence shows that a significant proportion of poverty reduction is dependent
upon higher growth rates. However, the evidence raises two further issues. First, growth
itself is not a sufficient condition for poverty reduction: appropriate governance structures
will be required to ensure that growth is pro-poor. Second, accepting the very strong effects
of growth on poverty reduction, this raises the question ‘what then, is required for growth?’

Part III: development outcomes
40. Having established that growth, broadly, is good for poverty reduction, this paper next
turns to the proximate determinants of growth. The following section considers the role of
the following in contributing to growth: free and fair trade, open access to markets, the
absence of war, the absence of corruption, the provision of public goods and services.

Free and fair trade, open access to markets
Definitions
41. In the following discussion, we refer to a number of discrete aspects of trade. We
consider the impact of competition in markets (where trade takes place) on growth. We
consider the impact of volumes of trade on growth. We also consider the impact of artificial
distortions (in particular tariffs) on volumes of trade. At various places, the discussion
considers those markets where goods are bought and sold (product markets), markets
where the skills, services, and inputs that are required to produce goods are bought and sold
(factor markets) or markets where the financial resources (i.e. credit) necessary to make
goods are bought and sold (capital markets). Much of the literature is based on the critical
premise that efficient markets (almost any type of market) allow greater fluidity of capital,
facilitating its movement to goods, sectors and businesses where it will yield the greatest
returns for the investor or purchaser. Key aspects of the evidence relating to each of these is
discussed below.

Volume of trade on international markets
11

Gross, M., Klasen, S., and Harttgen, K. (2005). Measuring Pro-Poor Growth with Non-Income Indicators, IberoAmerica Institute for Economic Research Discussion Paper 132, Göttingen: Ibero-America Institute for Economic
Research.
12
Besley, T. and Cord, L. (eds.) (2006). Delivering on the Promise of Pro-poor Growth: Insights and Lessons from
Country Experiences, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan; Grimm, M., Klasen, S. and McKay, A. (2007). Determinants
of Pro-Poor Growth: Analytical Issues and Findings from Country Cases, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan.
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42. There is a large body of credible studies demonstrating the positive relationship
between higher levels of international trade (also termed ‘market openness’) and economic
growth.13 For example, Dollar & Kraay find that changes of growth rates are strongly, and
positively correlated to higher volumes of trade.14 In the 1990s, globalizing developing
countries enjoyed growth rates that significantly outstripped both those of non-globalizing
developing countries, and developed countries. Berg & Krueger show that increases in the
share of trade as a proportion of GDP from 20-40 per cent over a decade raises real GDP per
capita by 10 per cent.15 Frankel & Romer find that a one percentage point increase in the
ratio of trade to GDP increases income per capita by at least one-half percentage point.16
The Growth Commission reports that “[h]igh speed growth relies on export growth and a
rapid integration into the global economy.”17 The mechanism appears to be the
accumulation of physical and human capital, and increasing outputs resulting therefrom.
Frankel & Romer’s work also suggests that within-country trade raises income: larger
countries have higher incomes as a consequence of increased domestic trading
opportunities. Increasing a country’s size and area by one percentage point raises income by
one tenth of a percentage point or more, via similar mechanisms to international trade.18

Effects of competition in product markets
43. The following section considers whether increased market competition improves the
performance of markets, promotes innovation, boosts productivity and generates lower
prices, in turn boosting industrial growth and generating jobs.
44. With regards domestic/national trade, there is a large body of empirical evidence
demonstrating the positive effects of increased market competition on innovation, increased
productivity and growth.19 Just a few specific examples are provided here: Motta and others’
non-systematic synthesis (of business regulatory reforms) finds that (i) simplifying business
registration procedures, and reducing costs of business entry does lead to more firms
entering the market; and, in turn, (ii) new firms do increase competition, and force
incumbents to boost their efficiency, or exit the market (i.e. new firms have productivity and
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investment benefits).20 Ellis & Singh’s survey of multiple manufacturing sectors in Kenya,
Zambia, Ghana, Vietnam and Bangladesh concludes that higher levels of domestic
competition have positive effects on the performance of markets, boosting innovation,
raising productivity and lowering prices. In addition, they conclude that increased market
‘entry’ does enable new competitors to launch genuine challenges to dominant market
players.21 Voight’s cross-country regression analysis finds strong correlations between the
implementation of competition laws and total factor productivity.22
45. With regards the opening of domestic markets to foreign competition, the evidence
suggests that there are potential adjustment costs to bear, but also that these tend to be
reversed in the medium-to-long term. A recent systematic review finds that in general,
where tariffs on imports are reduced, net employment is likely to decrease slightly in the
short-term, and tax revenues will also decline (again, at least in the short-run). In the
medium-to-long term, where tariff reductions are translated into higher levels of trade as a
proportion of GDP, this is likely to have a beneficial impact on employment. Overall, the
evidence suggests that following import tariff reductions, labour is likely to be reallocated to
sectors producing goods for export.23

Effects of competition in factor markets
46. Economic theory suggests that efficient factor markets promote economic growth by
reallocating critical inputs for production from less to more productive sectors. ‘Artificial’
rigidities in labour markets, such as the minimum wage and social security policies, as well as
policies relating to collective bargaining (typically trades unions) can introduce checks on
growth.24 They may also constrain growth by preventing the efficient re-allocation of labour
from more to less productive sectors, especially at times of external shocks. Finally, labour
regulations that redistribute economic rents away from capital to labour reduce the
profitability of investment, leading to lower growth rates.25 Using cross-national datasets,
Calderon and others find that labour market rigidities are negatively correlated with longrun economic growth.26 However, insufficient protection of labour is likely to provide an
adverse socio-economic environment for growth.27 With respect to land markets, Jin &
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Deininger28 find that they play a critical role in promoting more effective use of potentially
idle land, in turn leading to significant productivity gains.

Effects of competition in capital markets: Financial liberalization
47. Next, we consider the theory that effective domestic financial markets mobilise capital
in the form of savings and allocate it as credit to fund productive investment. How important
are well-functioning financial markets for technological innovation and capital
accumulation?
48. Empirically, a number of studies have shown that efficient financial markets lower the
costs of commercial transactions and ensure that capital is allocated to projects yielding the
highest returns.29 Studying the impact of financial liberalisation on output growth, Bekaert
and others30 use data from 1980–97 to estimate that following the opening of equity
markets, the growth of per capita outputs rises by an average of 1 per cent per year for the
following five years. A systematic review of the evidence (a meta-analysis of multiple
studies) on this subject shows that although, on average, there is a positive effect of
31
financial liberalization on growth, the effect is only weak.

Effects of competition in capital markets: Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
49. Foreign Direct Investment raises the capital stocks/reserves of recipient economies.
Even so, the evidence relating to the effects of higher levels of foreign direct investment on
growth in developing countries is somewhat mixed. Prasad and others found that nonindustrialized countries that have relied on foreign capital markets for growth have not
32
grown any faster than those that have not and Obstfield does not find a systematic link
between openness to international finance and economic growth.33
50. In general, however, the literature is rather more positive, although a number of
important qualifications are consistently observed. An OECD survey of the literature found
that FDI typically has positive effects on factor productivity and income growth, above and
beyond the benefits that would be accrued from domestic investments, but also identified
the following caveats.34 First, the ‘typical’ magnitude of the effects of FDI is difficult to
estimate both in a single country, and comparing across countries. Second, FDI may ‘crowd
out’ domestic investments (see in particular Borenzstein and others35). Third, FDI has a lesser
effect in the least-developed countries because they are subject to the constraints of
28
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“threshold externalities”: the levels of education, infrastructure, technology and health in
the very lowest income countries are insufficient to optimise the potential benefits of FDI.
Fourth, FDI is likely to have some positive, but indirect effects on human development:
governments seeking higher rates of FDI may seek to seek to improve human development
indicators to make their labour forces a more attractive investment. Fifth, FDI can have both
competition-boosting, and competition-harming effects: low-income countries are
particularly susceptible to the latter, through market concentration mechanisms. Lastly, FDI
leads to additional gains in enterprise efficiency through restructuring, management and
corporate governance changes that accompany investment of foreign capital.36
51. For its part, the Commission for Growth and Development concludes that while FDI
represents only a small proportion of total investment in low income countries, its
importance to growth in these countries is multiplied as a result of the knowledge transfer
that accompanies capital investment.37 Li and Liu reinforce the point that the effects of FDI
vary significantly according to national context are likely to be contingent upon existing
levels of human capital (educational and skills levels). They also find a significant negative
impact of FDI on economic growth where there is a significant technology gap between
investing and recipient economies.38 Alfaro and others show that economies with underdeveloped financial markets will secure lower growth dividends from international capital.39
52. Lastly, this section presents the results of a systematic review by Bruno & Campos who
agree that the academic literature generally finds a ‘multiplier’ effect of human capital and
technological advancement on FDI. However, paradoxically, their study also demonstrates
that the greatest effects of FDI have in fact been found in very low-income countries (i.e.
where we would expect it to have the least effect, given the very modest levels of human
capital and technological development found in these countries).40
53. Overall, it is safest to observe the significant growth potential of FDI, whilst noting that
the mechanisms by which benefits are accrued are complex, and country-specific.

Absence of civil war, better security
54. The absence of war, and greater levels of personal security have obvious intrinsic
benefits. Besides these, a significant body of research evidence demonstrates that as
measured by income, civil conflict is bad for growth economic growth, and consequently for
poverty reduction.

Impacts on national economic growth
55. The 2011 World Development Report41 presents a number of striking findings with
regards the effects of war on growth and poverty reduction. Compounded over time, the
36
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costs of civil conflict can accumulate to the equivalent of 30 years of GDP growth, and
countries in protracted crisis can fall more than 20 percentage points behind in overcoming
poverty.”42 Several researchers have shown that annual average national growth rates will
be reduced by approximately 2.0-2.2 per cent as a result of civil war.43 Restrepo estimates
the ‘brake’ effect of civil conflict on GDP at a 2.17 per cent reduction in growth.44 Trade
levels may fall between 12 and 25 percentage points in the first year of an ‘average’ civil
war,45 based on the assumption that the ‘average’ civil conflict lasts a decade.46 Moreover, it
is estimated that restoring an economy’s original growth trajectory following a civil war
takes an average of 14 years of peace.47 Civil wars reduce a country’s average rating on the
International Country Risk Guide by 7.7 points (on a 100-point scale), making them
unattractive investment prospects.48

The impact of crime and violence on doing business
56. States affected by civil conflict are also more likely to experience higher levels of
(violent) crime. Collier & Hoeffler observe that in the five years following a civil war,
homicide rates are 25 per cent greater than normal.49 In general, crime affects the poor
50
disproportionately. Crime and violence are also serious obstacles to sustainable economic
development.51 Research shows that crime and violence lower investment and employment
growth, owing to the ‘signalling’ effects they have on potential investors.52 Business
executives identify the costs of crime and violence as the second most important
impediment to business competitiveness in their countries.53 Eventually, the costs of crime
can reach a significant share of national income.54 Citizen fears for their personal safety may
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impede workers’ mobility, generating adverse impacts on labour markets, and raising the
costs of doing business.
The impact of violence on human development
57. In addition, the 2011 World Development Report55 observes the effects of violent civil
conflict on poverty reduction (as opposed to growth alone). It notes that not a single
conflict-affected country has achieved any of the Millennium Development Goals. It also
uses World Bank data, and a range of academic studies, to show that poverty rates are 21
per cent higher in countries affected by repeated cycles of violence. People living in
countries affected by violent conflict are twice as likely to be undernourished, and 50 per
cent more likely to be impoverished than the ‘average’ non conflict-affected state.56
War as unsettled political contestation
58. The research evidence may be presented in such a way as to imply that that war is
‘development in reverse.’ But such a characterisation is rejected in a recent body of political
economy and historical analysis, based on comparison of a number of fragile states.57 Putzel
& Di John observe that endemic violence is likely to generate profound uncertainty that
inhibits investment and growth, but also note that in some cases, “developmental processes
may be unleashed by violent challenges to existing state authorities.”58
59. Critical in this recent analysis is the concept that formal institutions (North’s ‘rules of the
game’, which form the basis of much of the analysis in Parts IV and V of the current study)
are merely one outcome resulting from the political settlement (effectively the distribution
of economic and political power, typically across elites, during a particular period in a state’s
history) upon which all states are based. Putzel & Di John argue that political settlements
emerge from processes of conflict and bargaining between elites (political and economic),
from processes of contention and bargaining between elites and non-elites (rich and poor,
capital and labour) and from inter-group contention and bargaining (gender groups, other
identity groups). Their analysis stresses the point that formal institutions “reflect and
embody power relationships and distributional advantages.” Political settlements, then, are
the foundation of formal institutions, and not vice versa. Moreover, Putzel and di John argue
that formally-designed institutions which are out of step with the dominant political
settlement are likely to induce violent conflict.
60. Viewed in this way, violent conflict may be better understood as the symptom of an
unresolved political contestation (where war becomes, as in von Clausewitz’ famous
characterisation, “the continuation of politics by other means.”) So, instead of thinking
about the ‘absence of war’ as a precondition for economic growth, it may be more accurate
to consider the establishment of the political settlement as the foundation of state
development.
61. Moreover, there is a convincing body of historical evidence that identifies a number of
positive impacts on state capacity resulting from inter-state conflict: to mobilize defence
forces, states have to raise funds through levying taxes. As a result, they develop strong
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organizational capacities that can become ‘pro-developmental’ during peacetime, besides
their value in organizing for war.59

The absence of corruption60
62. The evidence regarding the impact of corruption on growth is mixed. Mauro finds
corruption to have negative macro-economic and welfare impacts,61 whilst the adverse
effects of corruption on business investment and capital accumulation have also been
62
observed. Micro-economic data reveal statistically significant correlations between
corruption and adverse impacts on businesses and individuals. Moreover, there are a
significant number of cases where the illicit outflow of resources from developing countries
significantly exceeds inward flows of donor assistance.
63. There are, nevertheless, some significant uncertainties in the research evidence,
particularly concerning the direction of causality between lower corruption rates and higher
income levels.63 Moreover, some countries, notably in East Asia, have achieved high rates of
growth in spite of high levels of corruption.64 In addition, some country- and firm-level
evidence challenges the Mauro narrative of a uniformly negative impact of corruption on
growth.65 Furthermore, very little of the existing evidence on the wider social impact of
corruption comes from conflict-affected countries, where qualitative evidence suggests that
corruption can, in certain circumstances, be integral to political stability and the reduction of
violent conflict.66

Policies for growth: public goods, public services
64. The focus of this paper is on institutions rather than policies for growth and poverty
reduction. Nevertheless, the following section considers the importance of one key public
good, namely education, on economic growth and poverty reduction.
59
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Governments and growth
65. The most appropriate government policies for economic growth are evidently a matter
of huge, often ideologically-driven debate both in policy and research environments.
Neoclassical approaches see the optimal government role as being limited to investment or
provision where markets have failed, failing, or are unable to provide macroeconomic
stability.67 This approach shaped the ‘Washington Consensus’, the prevalent donor
development policy framework for much of the 1980s and 1990s.68 Structural economics
views, by contrast, view the state as being a critical means of accelerating the pace of
economic development in the face of a market “encompassed by insurmountable defects.”69
This view advocates policies that protect and promote the growth of domestic industries as
a strategy for development. Leaving aside East Asia for now, across Latin America, Africa and
South Asia, the results of such policies have generally been viewed as disappointing with
many government interventions to support industrialisation failing, and many developing
country governments having backed unviable industries.70
66. On the other hand, the experiences of China and South Korea in particular have led to a
reanalysis of “structural economics” approaches which advocate for higher levels of state
intervention.71 These approaches to growth and development argue for the use of industrial
policy to focus on sectors where a country has comparative advantages. They argue that it
should be supplemented by the provision of infrastructure. Infrastructure is characterised in
‘hard’ or ‘tangible’ terms (transport and communication facilities) and in ‘softer’ forms
(institutions, regulations, value systems, etc.) and well-functioning markets. Further, new
structural economics approaches argue that governments have a role in supporting firms by
helping them explore where the national economy’s comparative advantages lie.
Governments may do this by compensating pioneering firms which incur costs as they scope
out new sectors. Government interests are served by this strategy because pioneering firms
will ‘crowd in’ other entrepreneurs.72 As such, governments have a key facilitating role in the
industrialisation and diversification process of the economy,73 with the market providing a
mechanism for allocating resources at any given stage of development. Effectively, this
approach advocates for government intervention in industrialisation (a theme inherent in
traditional structural economics) whilst recognising the critical role of markets (more
typically associated with neoclassical economics traditions).
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Education and growth
67. Broad and fair access to education has a positive effect on economic growth and
distribution of income.74 Broad-based education policies, for example, have long been
recognized as an important factor in the economic growth rates of the East Asian ‘tigers’.75 A
recent systematic review finds evidence of the positive impact of education and skills on
national economic growth. It finds that depending upon the proxies used to measure
education and skills, the impact on economic growth ranges from 0.4 per cent to 24 per cent
per unit of education or skills investment. Those studies that use the proportion of the
population having achieved a set level of education typically find the greatest effect on
growth, whilst those studies that use average years of schooling typically find the smallest
effect on growth.76
68. Moreover, countries are rarely wealthy if they have poor gender equality in education.
According to Ward and others, economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA), and Latin America would have been appreciably higher (in the period
since 1960) had those regions matched the levels of gender equality in education in East Asia
and the Pacific.77

Part III – summary
69. The preceding survey of the evidence demonstrates that higher volumes of
international trade, particularly exports, are strongly associated with higher levels of growth.
There are ‘adjustment costs’ associated with the reduction of tariffs and trade barriers, but
effective reallocation of labour and capital can help ensure that these are relatively shortterm. Higher levels of domestic trade are also correlated with higher levels of growth. Higher
levels of competition in product markets and factor markets are generally conducive to
more rapid growth rates. More efficient (competitive, mature) capital markets appear to
have more modest impacts on economic growth in developing countries. This is true both
for domestic financial liberalization, and for the effects of foreign direct investment, and is
likely to be an effect of shortfalls in human capital stocks and low levels of technological
advancement in these countries.
70. Violent civil conflict (fragility) and higher rates of crime are deleterious to growth, owing
to their effects on domestic and international investor confidence. Low growth rates and
fragility are both likely to be consequences of a third, independent factor. Subsequent
analysis will suggest that this is the weakness of political institutions.
71. Corruption is likely to have negative effects on investor confidence, and therefore has
the potential to be deleterious to growth. Even so, corruption typically tends to be a
symptom of institutional weakness, rather than a cause of it.
72. The research relating to the role of government policy is highly polarised, largely on
ideological grounds. The most appropriate role for states to play in markets, or in providing
74
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the necessary foundations for markets to function not just efficiently, but fairly, requires
further attention. This is beyond the scope of the current paper, which focuses on
precursors to policy formulation, namely governance arrangements and institutional
frameworks.
*****

Part IV – developmental foundations: economic institutions
73. So far, this review of the evidence has considered the evidence relating to the
‘outcomes’ and ‘impacts’ of development. Next, it turns to the foundations of development.
The internal logic of the following sections of this paper borrows from two recent
publications (Acemoglu & Robinson78, Besley & Persson79) which demonstrate the mutually
reinforcing effects of political and economic institutions. In particular, it draws on Acemoglu
& Robinson’s analysis, which identifies the positive, and sustainable developmental effects
of inclusive political institutions and inclusive economic institutions. The following analysis
points out some of the observed weaknesses in this characterisation, whilst recognising its
power as a cohesive narrative.

Defining institutions
Rules of the game
74. This literature review adopts Douglass North’s definition of institutions as “humanly
devised constraints [structuring] human interaction.” Famously, North describes institutions
as both the formal and informal “rules of the game”, where ‘the game’ is, effectively, the
structure and operation of society, including the political and economic forces within it.
Moreover, North makes a distinction between institutions and organisations (which are
political, economic and social bodies, populated by individuals). He observes that “if
institutions are the rules of the game, organisations and their entrepreneurs are the
players.”80 North theorises that institutions are critical in reducing the uncertainties and the
unpredictability that are inherently associated with any form of economic exchange: as such,
they are critical in enabling individuals to capture gains from trade.81 North’s work inspired
the production of a considerable body of empirical research exploring how different
institutional mechanisms may shape governance regimes and affect economic development.
In policy circles, many of North’s works, and those that followed, helped form what became
known as the ‘good governance’ agenda, where ‘governance’ and ‘governance regimes’
refer to combinations of institutions.
75. This section begins with a description of some major works demonstrating linkages
between ‘institutions’ and ‘governance’ (variously defined) and several measures of
economic development. It continues with a survey of research which has sought to focus
less on ‘clusters’ of institutions, and more on specific institutions, namely (a) the rule of law;
(b) property rights; and (c) business regulatory institutions.
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Economic institutions and economic development: some key works
Sons of Barro
76. Following from the work of Barro82, a large number of quantitative research designs,
using a variety of statistical regression analysis methods, have been applied to governance
data gathered from multiple countries. These so-called ‘cross-country studies’ tend to find a
correlation between effective governance, broadly defined, or particular components of
governance, and development outcomes such as growth and poverty reduction. Some go
further, and claim to have identified causal linkages. These studies are specified accordingly.
77. Barro83 finds that political instability is inversely correlated with investment and growth,
and suggests that the mechanism at work is the negative effect of political instability (coups,
revolutions, assassinations) on property rights.
78. De Long & Shleifer84 explore the impacts on growth rates of different institutional
regimes, and find that historically, whilst strong systems of princely rule were associated
with slow city growth and low levels of urban commerce, states adopting more inclusive
political and economic institutions experience faster urban economic growth rates
(principally owing to the effects of lower and less punitive tax rates).
79. Knack and Keefer use a more comprehensive set of institutional indicators (directly
reflective of property rights in particular) and observe that the protection of property rights
is “crucial to economic growth”.85
80. Barro elaborates his earlier analysis and finds that the growth rate of real GDP per
capita improves as governments adhere more closely to the rule of law [as measured by
international country risk guide ratings], though his analysis does not demonstrate the
direction of causality.86
81. Hall & Jones find that variations in physical and human capital only partly explain crosscountry differences in output per worker: they attribute the differential (they claim
causality) to “institutions and government policies” which they call “social infrastructure.”87
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82. Roll & Talbott88 find eighty per cent of the international variation in gross national
income can be attributed not to culture, geography, history or religion, but to mutable
(changeable) factors such as macroeconomic, structural and political conditions. Specifically,
they find that property rights are strongly correlated with prosperity, and that black market
activity is strongly and negatively correlated with the same.89 Techniques are employed to
claim causality.90
83. Acemoglu and others use an innovative instrumental variable to demonstrate a causal
link between institutions (characterised in particular by strong property rights)91 and income
levels. On the basis of their analysis, they estimate a large effect of institutions on per capita
incomes, and conclude that institutional effects are largely responsible for the incomes of
African countries.92
84. Rodrik, Subramanian and Trebbi93 draw on Acemoglu & others94 and Frankel & Romer95
to show that good institutions are a better predictor of growth progress than either trade or
geography, and conduct analysis in order to claim causality.
85. Kaufmann & Kraay also claim to demonstrate a strong causal link between good
governance and higher income levels, and a weak negative causal effect of per capita
96
income levels to improved governance.

The critique (part I)
86. The overall critique of ‘institutional’ explanations for economic growth is explored in
Part VI, below. Here we simply note some of the research that takes issue with one or more
aspects of the proposition outlined above. Much of it is focussed on the degree to which this
literature is able to demonstrate with confidence that better governance affects growth (and
that the reverse is not true). Albouy97 critiques the seminal work of Acemoglu and others
88

Roll, R. and Talbott, J.R. (2003). “Political Freedom, Economic Liberty and Prosperity.” Journal of
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(2001) on the basis that the measure used (settler mortality rates) as an instrument for
expropriation risk is a poor one, undermining their analysis. Glaeser and others98 directly
dispute the causal link between enhanced governance and growth and claim that income
levels explain institutions, and not vice-versa. Resnick & Birner adopt a similar position.99
Khan finds that once you adjust for levels of economic development, there is no statistically
significant difference in the values of ‘good governance’ indicators when fast-growing and
slow-growing groups of countries are compared.100
87. Other studies consider how specific aspects of governance, such rule of law, corruption
levels and government regulation on trade are particularly important for economic
growth.101 This review now considers some of the specific institutions associated with
growth.

Economic institutions and economic development: the rule of law, legal
structures and legal bodies102
88. A number of studies explore the specific effects of the rule of law, and various
dimensions of this concept, on economic development. Because of its effects on security of
property and person, and, by consequence, its positive effects on investor confidence, there
are strong theoretical grounds to expect it to drive growth.
89. Kauffmann and others report that a one point increase on the World Governance
Indicators 6-point rule of law index is correlated with a 2.5-to-4-fold improvement in per
capita incomes and infant mortality, and a 15-25 per cent increase in literacy rates.103
90. Laeven and others find that where those organisations responsible for enforcing
104
contract institutions are more efficient, the cost of credit to borrowers is reduced.
105

91. Feld and Voigt
find that genuinely independent (as opposed to just technically
independent) judiciaries are robustly correlated with growth.
98
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92. Blume and Voigt’s statistical analysis finds strong correlations between basic human
rights and the accumulation of physical capital; between property rights and growth, the
accumulation of physical capital and total factor productivity; and between civil &
emancipatory (i.e. voting) rights and total factor productivity.106
93. Beck finds that legal infrastructure is correlated with several performance variations
across countries, including financial systems, entrepreneurship dynamics, firms’ growth
prospects and investment decision-making, as well as the way that firms are structured and
107
governed at a corporate level.

The critique (part II)
94. This strand of institutionalist research is also open to debate, however. Again, much of
the evidence on the importance of the legal infrastructure for growth is based on
econometric studies. Like much of the research explored in the preceding paragraphs, these
studies use proxies for the quality of (legal) institutions, in this case, surveys of businesses or
cross-country ratings by international experts, and employ statistical methods to test the
level of association and direction of causation.108 Notwithstanding the advanced statistical
tests used, this body of research is, again, vulnerable to criticisms of misinterpreting the
direction of causality; using unreliable proxies to stand for the quality of justice institutions
and producing findings that contradict historical evidence from experiences in Western and
East Asia.109 Trubek & Galanter,110 Messick111 and Rodrik112 challenge the proposition that
the relationship between law and economic development displays the kind of empirical
regularity that can be captured through statistical analysis. Woo-Cummings finds no support
from the East Asian experience for the proposition that economic growth depends upon any
specific set of legal rules or institutions.113
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Economic institutions and economic development: property rights114
Introduction
95. There are very strong theoretical grounds for assuming that more secure property rights
should encourage investment, higher levels of innovation and productivity, and thereafter,
growth (both at a local and national scale). There is also a strong theoretical argument for
property rights being able to facilitate the use of property as collateral for credit.115

Long-run national growth
96. At a macro-level, Acemoglu & Johnson identify a statistically significant correlation
between property rights and long-run economic growth, investments and financial
development.116

Tenure security, land markets, investment, and productivity
97. At a micro- level, a significant body of evidence explores the effects of increased levels
of tenure security on investment, innovation, productivity and growth. Country specific
evidence drawn from impact evaluations (e.g. from Nicaragua117 and Ethiopia118)
demonstrates that increased availability of registered land titles increases the propensity of
households to undertake productivity-enhancing investments, and also boosts land values.
Goldstein and Udry119 show a significant and positive statistical correlation between
agricultural productivity and tenure security. Using Chinese household level data, Jin &
Deininger120 find that land markets play a critical role in promoting more effective use of
potentially idle land, in turn leading to significant productivity gains.
98. However, tenure security is likely to have different impacts on different types of
investments. Fenske’s systematic review finds that the correlation between tenure security
and investment is more robust for some investments (for example, fallowing and tree
planting) than it is for others (purchase of manure or chemical fertilisers, indeed hiring of
labour).121

Property rights and collateral
114
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99. The evidence of the effects of property rights as a means to use registered assets as
collateral and gain increased access to credit is mixed. Evidence from an impact evaluation
study conducted on a nationwide titling programme in Peru122 shows that titling led to a
limited reduction of credit rationing.123 But the same analysis found that formal property
ownership had no effect on approval rates for private sector loans.
100.Besley and others124 explore the relationship through econometric modelling and
empirical analysis (applied to quantitative data from Sri Lanka and Ghana). They find that
the effects of property rights on access to capital will vary according to the wealth group
(low, medium, high) to which the potential borrower belongs, with the most modest
benefits accruing to the least wealthy. They also find that more robust property rights are
more likely to serve as a lever for collateral where competition in the credit market (i.e.
amongst lenders) is greater. Their analysis provides cautious support for the proposition that
where property rights improve, interest rates on loans fall, and borrower profits rise.
101. However, their analysis also suggests that the improvements in borrower productivity
and profits owe more to increased effort (of the borrower) than to the effects of borrowed
capital. In short, property rights may matter, but perhaps not through the 'property as
collateral for capital' mechanism.
102.Moreover, a recent IMF paper offers no evidence that stronger property rights will
themselves affect levels of competition in credit markets.125

The critique (part III)
103.Several of the qualifications and caveats relating to the evidence on property rights and
economic development are highlighted above. Again, some relate to the limitations of
econometrics methodologies: Haggard & Tiede question Acemoglu and others’ ability to
adequately isolate the effects of property rights from other elements of institutions.126
104. In addition, some commentators observe wide variations in the ability of developing
countries to protect property rights consistently and universally, even where these have
been set out formally. Property rights are important, but establishing and enforcing them is
127
a state capability problem. Others note that that the definition of formal property rights is
less important than the existence and enforcement of informal property rights. Rodrik notes
that formal property rights regimes (e.g. in Russia) do not necessarily deliver increased
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investor confidence, whilst in China, private investors have sufficient confidence in the
128
security of their property even in the absence of formal property rights.

Economic institutions and economic development: business regulatory
burdens and investment climates
105.The following section considers the role of institutions at firm level, and their effects on
investment.
106.Eifert uses a 5-year panel of data (from the World Bank’s ‘Doing Business Project’) and
finds that in countries which are relatively poor, and relatively well-governed, a reduction by
10 days in business registration procedures is associated with a 0.27 per cent increase in
investment rates. In addition, in countries implementing regulatory reform in any given year,
growth rates increase by 0.2 per cent (in relatively well-governed countries) and by 0.4 per
cent (in relatively poor countries).129 Evidence from studies of commercial enterprise in
India130 shows that local governance is correlated with investment and productivity growth,
with net fixed investment being four times higher for firms in ‘good’ business governance
environments as compared to firms trading in comparatively poor environments.
107.Surveying a wide set of investment climate variables, Djankov and others131 find that
improved business regulatory configurations across seven areas (starting a business, hiring
and firing workers, registering property, getting bank credit, protecting equity investors,
enforcing contracts in the courts and closing a business) are strongly correlated with growth.
They find that improving from the worst to the best quartile of the business regulatory
environment is correlated with a 2.3 per cent increase in average annual growth. Elsewhere,
Djankov and others132 reveal via an analysis of cross-national datasets that countries levying
higher registration costs for businesses tend to suffer higher levels of corruption, and host
larger informal economies.133 Jalilian and others find that effective regulatory regimes are
strongly correlated with economic growth on the basis of their analysis of World Governance
Indicators.134
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108.In a similar vein, Klapper and others’ study of data from the World Bank Group
Entrepreneurship Survey finds a very strong correlation between improved business
environments and levels of entrepreneurship.135

Part IV – summary
109.Part VI (below) provides an extensive critique of, and alternative reading of, the
importance of economic institutions in development. As such, the following summary is an
‘interim’ summary, and should be read with reference to parts VI and VII.
110.There is a very substantial and credible research literature which explores the apparent
importance of institutions (North’s ‘rules of the game’), and specifically ‘economic
institutions’ on economic development. This theoretical literature makes a convincing case
that institutions introduce predictability and a degree of certainty into otherwise highly
unpredictable markets. Crucially, they provide potential investors with a degree of assurance
that their investments will not be expropriated arbitrarily. They do so through property
rights, and also through the rule of law which underpins property rights. Transparent,
reasonably facilitative, and predictable regulatory environments in the commercial sector
offer similar assurances to investors.
111.The strong theoretical underpinnings of this research have been followed by a large,
and highly-contested body of empirical studies, seeking to demonstrate economic
institutions at work. Using a variety of more or less robust econometric methods, a number
of these studies have demonstrated this effect. However, on the basis of construct and
measurement validity grounds, the findings of a number of these studies have been
rendered open to question. Overall, we find the case that (economic) ‘institutions matter’ is
persuasive (though see also Part VI). The ability of the research to isolate specific
developmental institutions is more limited, and less persuasive.

Part V: development foundations: political institutions
Introduction
112.The discussion so far has focussed principally on economic institutions, specifically what
are typically referred to as ‘good governance’ institutions. But economic institutions are
themselves generated by political processes, and are subject to change via political
institutions. The centrality of politics, political processes, and the elites at the heart of
political processes is common to many new institutionalist views of development, even if it
was somewhat lost in the ‘good governance’ policy prescriptions of the 1990s.136 The
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following sections consider the evidence relating to those political institutions and civil
society dimensions of economic transition typically positioned at the core of development
processes.
113.Acemoglu & Robinson’s review of historical evidence suggests that over the long term,
economic growth is not sustainable without inclusive political institutions (institutions that
are open to non-elites, or emerging elites, and, in the long term, some form of democracy).
They argue that centralized authoritarian regimes may provide the stability needed for
investment, but are also likely to establish extractive economic institutions that serve their
own interests at the expense of non-elites. Such autocratic regimes fail to provide the
enabling environment for the innovation that is necessary to sustain economic growth. This
failure may fuel the demands of populations for political rights and produce mass unrest
which, in turn, undermines stability. They suggest then, that while authoritarian regimes,
such as China, may achieve high economic growth rates, they are unlikely to be able to
translate these into sustained prosperity without political reform.137

Democracy and development
Forms & functions
114.Definitions of democracy vary considerably. Some principally emphasise the form of
democratic practices and institutions, stressing formal systems of representation and basic
civil liberties (elections, universal adult suffrage, freedom of information, freedom of
association). The importance of inclusive, participatory and competitive political processes
and politics (beyond elections) is also a focus of attention.
115.Alternative definitions of democracy place a greater emphasis on the role of
transparency and its capacity make organizations more accountable. Here, vertical
accountability is accountability of state to society, horizontal accountability is accountability
of executive, legislature and judiciary to one another, before the law, and social
accountability is the accountability of non-state service providers and organisations to the
people they serve.138

Intrinsic value
116.There is considerable evidence for the intrinsic, or non-quantifiable, value of democracy
and popular empowerment. In the past decade, single and multi-country surveys (of both
individuals and households) have yielded data demonstrating how people experience and
value governance and institutional quality (for example, Afrobarometer, Latinobarometro
and Gallup International’s Voice of the People). Afrobarometer opinion survey data show
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that popular demand exceeds perceived supply of democratic institutions.139 The World
Bank’s Voices of the Poor survey demonstrated unambiguously the very high value that
people place on their personal safety and security. A global survey found that a perceived
lack of ‘voice’ in policy formulation is a source of frustration for many of the world’s poor,
even in those countries which hold elections on a regular basis. This demonstrates that
demand for democracy goes beyond demand for elections.140 There is now growing evidence
that the ‘democracy deficit’, where supply for democracy fails to meet popular demand, was
responsible for uprisings in the Middle East and North Africa in 2011.141

Instrumental value: democracy and economic growth
117.The most recent quantitative studies that seek to explore the instrumental, growthenhancing effects of democracy include Persson & Tabellani’s study of 150 countries over
150 years. This places particular emphasis on the concept of ‘democratic capital’, which they
see as being determined by a state’s history of democratic practices, and the level of
democracy exercised by its neighbours. On this basis, they find that over the long-run, the
difference between lowest to highest levels of domestic democratic capital is worth a
national income boost of 75%.142 To be more specific, they find that higher incomes make
democracies more stable (but see also Acemoglu and others143). Paradoxically, they find that
higher incomes do not make autocracies more precarious (i.e. more likely to adopt
democracy). In addition, they find that higher levels of instability in democracy hurts growth.
These findings are not inconsistent with those of Berg and Ostry (who observe that the
avoidance of sudden collapses in economic growth rates is positively correlated to the
presence of democratic political institutions in a given country).144
118.It is clear that sustainable democracies are more often found in high income countries.
It also appears that democracy and growth reinforce one another, with democracy
reinforcing growth once higher levels of democratic capital have been achieved. This is still a
long way short of claiming that a transition to democracy will facilitate initial growth
acceleration.

Instrumental value: democracy and human development
119.Halperin provides evidence that citizens of democracies live longer, are healthier, and
lead more productive lives than people living in autocracies. Sen’s claim that democracies
don’t suffer famines is well-known.145
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120.On the other hand, Moore & Putzel146 find that there is no systematic or deterministic
relationship between democracy and poverty reduction. Adopting a critical review of the
record of democracies in poverty reduction, Ross147 finds that although democracies tend to
spend more money on human development, they are no more likely to reduce child and
infant mortality than are non-democracies.
121.There are various prominent examples of non-democratic, or relatively undemocratic,
regimes making significant economic growth gains in comparatively short time periods
(China being the obvious example), of non-democratic regimes that have brought hundreds
of millions out of absolute poverty, and indeed of states where democratic reforms have not
nurtured development. Recent qualitative research in Africa suggests that democracy has
not led to economic transformation, and has not delivered policies for the public good
because politics remains fragmented along ethnic and regional lines. It remains dominated
by elite coalitions that allocate private benefits to key constituencies and supporters, rather
than promoting policies for the public good.148
122.Emerging research from the Africa Power & Politics Programme also suggests that in
some cases, ‘neo-patrimonial’ political systems, which operate on a top-down, authoritarian
basis, are capable of delivering positive development outcomes such as reduced maternal
mortality.149

Instrumental value: democracy, ‘good governance’, and political accountability
123.The value of democracy (particularly when it is equated with one of its principal
features, universal suffrage and elections) for political accountability is also uncertain.
Diamond observes that electoral processes do not themselves guarantee improved
governance, reduced corruption or better development outcomes.150 Khan’s historical
analysis suggests that “all the evidence of democratization in developing countries shows
that competition, transparency and electoral contests do very little to undermine the
dominance of patron-client politics.”151

The emergence of democracy
124.The following paragraphs consider the potential determinants of democracy. There is an
extensive literature relating to Lipset’s “modernization hypothesis”152 which suggests that
levels of urbanization and educational attainment are critical to economic growth, and in
turn for institutional change. A number of studies find a positive effect of increased
146
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education on economic growth.153 Moreover, Glaeser (and others) find that democracies
with more highly educated populations are more persistent (i.e. sustainable) than those with
where the population is less educated. Moreover, he finds that dictatorships presiding over
more highly educated populations are more likely to democratize than those with less-well
educated populations. They argue that the correlation can be explained by the effects of
schooling on people’s ability to interact with others, and engage in civic participation (like
voting and organizing). For Glaeser, higher levels of education are therefore likely to
increase the likelihood of democratic revolutions and reduce the likelihood of successful
anti-democratic coups.154 The “modernization hypothesis” is important because it draws the
focus away from institutions as a critical input for development, and instead views
institutions as the outcome of economic growth and development.
125.With regards the impact of national wealth and democracy, Khan’s observation that
historically, rises in per capita income typically precede transitions to democracy155 is
instructive. However, the mechanism is not deterministic. Acemoglu and others’ analysis
rejects the notion that income levels alone are sufficient to precipitate movements away
from autocracy, towards democracy156 (see also Persson & Tabellani157).

Democracy and violent conflict
126.Democracies, once established, are very unlikely to go to war with one another and are
less likely to experience civil war.158 However, transitions to democracy are typically
problematic, and rarely occur without large-scale violence.159 Popular political demands may
challenge authoritarian rule as, for example, in the Third Wave of democratization of the
1980s and the uprisings of the Arab Spring. Goldstone and others’ analysis of 130 political
crises occurring over 48 years concludes that weak partial democracies, weak full
democracies, and autocracies with limited levels of political competition are at greatest risk
of instability. Meanwhile Snyder refers to statistical studies to show that the chance of war
in the ‘average’ state in any given decade is one in six, but is one in four for states in the
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decade following their transition to democracy.160 The difficulties of ‘consolidating’ new
democracies has led to questions about the importance for democracy of political
institutions and processes beyond formal representative institutions and basic political
rights.

Democracy beyond elections: political competition
127.The nature of the relationships between democracy, growth and poverty reduction is
complex, with the benefits of this type of political institution somewhat ambiguous.

Deep democracy
128. One particular challenge is identifying which aspects of democracy really matter.
Moore & Putzel observe that there are “wide variations in the substantive content of formal,
electoral democracy.”161 Rather than narrow definitions of democracy, which privilege the
role of elections, they stress the importance of “well institutionalised programmatic
democratic political parties.”162
129.Adopting a somewhat more comprehensive definition of democracy is helpful. Where
political institutions and accountability mechanisms beyond elections are considered the
effects of more open political institutions is more encouraging. Saha’s survey of 32 subSaharan African countries explores levels of legislative competition, and their effects on
income, education and health outcomes. He finds that greater levels of political competition
in the national legislatures (and where there is not one dominant party) has a positive effect
on poverty reduction.163
130.Besley and others also find a positive relationship between political competition
(beyond mere statutory democracy) and economic growth.164 Whilst they take care not to
infer external validity (i.e. applying to multiple contexts) from their analysis, they find
evidence that a lack of political competition in U.S. states is associated with anti-growth
policies, notably higher taxes and lower state capital spending (specifically, spending on
infrastructure). They also find a strong relationship (they use techniques to demonstrate
causation) between low political competition in states (as measured by the relative
dominance of one political party over another) and low income growth. Moreover, their
analysis highlights the fact that whether or not a nation state is democratic (the United
States was a democracy throughout their period of analysis) may not reflect true levels of
competitiveness in politics.
131.A body of robust evidence from local government in India indicates that the process of
building more inclusive democracies may have a positive impact on development outcomes.
Gender quotas have led to increased numbers of women representatives, increased
160
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participation of women in decision-making processes, changes in political outcomes,
including increased allocations to water and infrastructure (themselves associated with
better human development outcomes and higher economic growth), and changes in social
norms. In particular, the evidence points to a link between increased numbers of women
representatives and decreases in demands for bribes (i.e. reduction in patron-client relations
and corruption).165 Analysis of cross-country data sets also finds a correlation between the
increased number of women representatives in national parliaments and reductions in
corruption.166

Democracy beyond elections: richer civil society
132.The current review draws upon a definition of civil society offered by Hyden and others:
“Civil society sits between the family and the state. It is made up of associational life that
reflects the extent to which citizens share their personal grievances and demands with
others. It is the arena where private becomes public; the social becomes political. In the
political process… it is where values are formed and expressed. It is also where interests are
articulated in public… [N]ot everything that happens in civil society creates responses by
state institutions. Nor do we rule out the possibility that policies may be initiated within the
latter rather than civil society. The extent to which civil society is an integral part of policymaking, however is an important factor in national development. How it relates to state
institutions matters.”167
133.The following sections of this paper study the potential role of civil society in (a) poverty
reduction and human development; (b) transparency, accountability and political change.
There is some inevitable duplication in the discussion of the two themes.

Poverty reduction & human development effects
134.There is convincing evidence that increased community participation in public spending
projects maximises their success. In a quasi-experimental study of 121 rural water systems in
49 countries, Narayan168 finds that the proportion of water systems in good condition,
overall economic benefits, percentages of the target population reached, and environmental
benefits all rose with popular participation in projects. Isham and others169 conduct
additional econometric tests on Narayan’s data to confirm a ‘strong association between
project performance and beneficiary participation.’
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135. In addition, the nature of ‘social institutions’ (the norms and shared perceptions that
shape human interaction) amongst communities also appears to have important effects on
the nature of civil society and, in turn, on human development. The World Bank’s work on
indices of social indicators finds multiple linkages between stronger social institutions and
broader aspects of human development. For example, interpersonal trust and norms of nondiscrimination against ethnic, religious and caste minorities are found to be proximate
determinants of economic growth.170 The absence of norms of non-discrimination, on the
other hand, is associated with social conflict and horizontal inequalities which, in some
cases, may contribute to violence.
136.Social institutions have particularly important effects on gender equality and related
development outcomes. For example, norms meaning that girls and women are expected to
provide unpaid labour in the household, avoid travelling alone and stay out of public spheres
negatively impact upon female school attendance, engagement in the workforce, access to
services, or participation in political processes. There is a growing body of evidence linking
gender equality with higher growth and better human development outcomes.171 Ward and
others estimate that in the absence of gender discriminatory social institutions, household
income in Africa could increase by up to 25 per cent.172 Rao & Mansuri’s assessment is that
participation does improve service delivery, notably in the health and education sectors.
However, in their analysis, it does not appear to have a significant impact on income
poverty.173
137.A significant body of literature on social capital looks at the links between civic
associations and the production of positive social norms. This body of literature argues that
countries and regions with greater associational life tend to generate trust and inter-group
cohesion and in turn have better service delivery, financial accountability and adherence to
democratic norms.174 Critiques of this literature include those showing that civic
associations, and donor attempts to engage them in development processes, can simply
reinforce negative social norms, particularly norms constraining the rights of girls and
women.175

Transparency, accountability and political change
138.The very mixed impact of democratization on poverty reduction (see above) in the
developing world over the last fifty years has raised questions about the ability of formal
systems of representative democracy (in particular, elections) to make governments
accountable to citizens, and increase their focus on service delivery. In turn, this has led to a
170
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greater focus on more direct mechanisms for popular and associational accountability176
(sometimes referred to as ‘short-route’ accountability177). The general picture appears to
demonstrate the significant potential of ‘short route’ accountability, albeit with some
notable qualifications.
139.Increased access to information through transparency measures is often assumed to be
a catalyst for civil society demands for greater accountability and increased participation in
political processes.178 In a review of the impact of transparency and accountability initiatives
on service delivery, Joshi concludes that information and transparency are a necessary but
not sufficient condition for desired outcomes to be realised.179
140.A number of studies based on experimental research designs are beginning to build up a
relatively robust evidence base relating to the accountability and empowerment effects of
increased community participation in development processes. Pandey and others180 find
community-based information campaigns in three Indian states had a positive impact on
teacher presence and effort in schools; Barr and others find positive effects of participatory
community based monitoring on pupil test scores as well as teacher absenteeism181;
Khemani182 finds that the use of citizen report cards had positive effects on health service
delivery in Uganda, though not on education delivery in Uttar Pradesh. Olken183 finds that
intensifying government audit practices reduced missing expenditures in public projects in
Indonesia, but, conversely that greater public attendance at project meetings had no
significant effect on corrupt practices. In Brazil, Ferraz & Finan184 find evidence that publicly
disseminating information relating to politicians’ corrupt practices (as identified through
audits conducted on their expenditure of federal funds) had a significant, and negative
impact on their re-election prospects, suggesting that better-informed electorates hold
public officials to account at the ballot box. Collier & Vicente185 found that an information
and anti-intimidation campaign in Nigeria reduced electoral violence, increased voter
turnout, and reduced votes for political leaders most closely associated with pre-election
violence.
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141.Alternative research designs are also revealing generally positive effects of community
participation on accountability and service delivery. McGee & Gaventa’s186 review of donor
evaluations observes the positive impact of citizen report cards on local service delivery, of
participatory budgeting on public services and more efficient public expenditure, and of
freedom of information requests affecting the responsiveness of public officials.187 Their
analysis suggests that citizen mobilisation or engagement has in some cases led to national
level policy changes and has made concrete contributions to improved development
outcomes and service delivery in the areas of health, food & livelihoods, the provision of
water and housing and education. On a similarly positive note, Gaventa & Barrett’s metaanalysis of 100 research case studies considers some 830 outcomes of citizen engagement
and participation interventions.188 They find that more than seven in ten citizen engagement
initiatives impacted positively on helping establish more responsive states.
142.However, McGee & Gaventa also note that there is little evidence of transparency and
accountability initiatives having positive effects in non-democratic settings. Where regimes
do not permit freedom of association, or free media, citizen-led transparency and
accountability initiatives do not have the same prospects for success. Gaventa & Barrett also
concede that there are a non-negligible proportion of cases where greater citizen
engagement and efforts to claim rights has resulted in either states’ blanket refusal to
accede to popular demands, or indeed state-backed reprisals against claimants.
143.Further caution is urged by Rao and Mansuri189 who find that participatory processes
are prone to capture by local elites, with the participants in civic activities tending to be
richer, better educated, of higher social status, male, and more politically connected than
non-participants. Whilst democratic decentralization somewhat reduces the scope for
capture, the degree to which this is the case depends on extent to which higher levels of
government provide oversight and ensure downward accountability of local government.
Rocha Menocal and Sharma’s190 evaluation of 90 donor-led citizens’ voice and accountability
programmes notes some positive effects of such programmes, but concludes that overall,
donor expectations of citizens’ voice and accountability initiatives on poverty reduction and
the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals have typically been unreasonably
high.
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The particular role of ICTs in empowerment and accountability
144.The assumption that information acts as a powerful catalyst for change has fuelled
donor support for the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), such as
the use of mobile phones and the internet for submitting complaints, collecting data on
teacher absenteeism and collecting feedback on the allocation of budgets.191 Evidence of
impact, however, remains limited.
145.ICTs are also seen to have broader impacts on, for example, social and political
mobilization in authoritarian regimes.192 Acemoglu and Robinson note the importance of
control over media and information for maintaining authoritarian regimes, but argue that a
free media and new communication technologies can only help at the margins. Their help
will translate into meaningful change only when a broad segment of society mobilizes and
organizes to effect political change.193

Explaining the variation in effectiveness of civil society empowerment and accountability
initiatives
146.The mixed effects of civil society initiatives on making states more accountable may be
explained both by differences in the nature of civil society initiatives, and in the nature of
the states that they are seeking to shape.
147.Rao and Mansuri194 distinguish between ‘induced’ participation (i.e. where it is
encouraged by external agents) and ‘organic’ participation (where it is the initiative of local
actors). They find that there is little evidence of the effect of induced participation on longlasting community cohesion. They also find that when it comes to expressing disapproval of
unpopular policy choices or excessive rent-seeking by traditional or political elites, it is
formal (usually electoral) processes that are seen as the more effective mechanism by the
poor. They observe that organic participation is characterised by higher levels of overtly
political self-organization, which may account for its greater effectiveness.
148.Gaventa & Barrett195 find that civil society organisations that are most successful are the
ones that include an element of social and political mobilization and originate in locally
generated concerns. Meanwhile Hickey & Mohan argue that many civil society
accountability initiatives deliver limited returns precisely because they are grounded in nonpolitical aspects of civil society, thus constraining their ability to engage with and challenge
the state.196 A particular challenge to political organization in developing countries is the fact
that political preferences are determined rather less by ‘class identities’ (which are
conducive to mass mobilization) and rather more by parochial motivators, like patronage
191
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ties, or ethnic, regional and linguistic identities.197 Moreover, political organization is
particularly challenging in rural areas.
149.In addition, some civil society movements are rendered relatively impotent simply
owing to the fragmented nature of the state. Moore & Putzel198 find that large-scale, crossnational political mobilization of the poor is more likely where the state is cohesive, and
exercises authority nationally: this gives pro-poor political movements a focus for their
efforts to influence and shape policy.
150.As a result of this observation, Joshi & Moore argue that the most important
contribution of external agencies (i.e. national government and NGOs) in supporting
mobilisation of the poor is the creation of institutional frameworks which are likely to
promote collective action.199

Part V – summary
151.This section of the paper has focussed on political institutions. It finds that democracy is
highly valued around the world. The evidence shows that democracies enjoy higher incomes.
However, the evidence does not show that democracy is a cause of higher incomes. Nor
does it show that higher incomes will automatically lead to democracy. There is some more
convincing evidence that democracies are necessary for the maintenance of growth.
152.There does not appear to be any systematic link between a country’s democratic status
and its ability to reduce poverty or improve human development. Non-democratic states are
capable of growth, poverty reduction, and securing gains in human development. Moreover,
neither a country’s democratic status, nor indeed the holding of regular elections, are
sufficient conditions to ensure that reasonable constraints are placed upon the actions of
the executive. Historically, transitions to democracy entail violent conflict, and ‘young’
democracies are prone to relapses of violence.
153.The evidence suggests that a broader interpretation of democracy (we refer here to
‘deep’ democracy) encourages consideration of democracy beyond mere elections. In this
sense, the political institutions, processes and practices that really matter are more likely to
be levels of political competition, as characterised by stronger, issues-based political parties,
and more competitive recruitment to these parties.
154.The role of civil society also speaks to the concept of ‘deep democracy.’ The evidence
suggests that higher rates of popular participation in service delivery programmes is likely to
increase their benefits for the poor. However, civil society is prone to capture. This has
implications both for the poverty-reducing impacts of participation, and for the
transformative transparency and accountability functions of civil society. The evidence
provides some signs of encouragement that civil society, particularly where it is
characterised by vigorous, and locally-grounded political activity, can have positive effects
on the accountability of the state. However, the evidence also suggests that the scope for
civil society to achieve political change is highly contingent on the degree to which the state
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is amenable to the role of civil society in local and national policy: civil society appears not to
have strong effects in semi-autocracies and quasi-democracies.

Part VI: alternative explanations of development
155.Although the ‘institutions as key’ thesis is powerful, it is far from being universally
accepted, particularly where it is interpreted as a ‘good governance’ solution for growth and
poverty reduction. The following sections elaborate on, and summarise, the important
critiques that have been levelled against the ‘institutional, good governance’ interpretation
of economic development. They are particularly important given the emphasis often placed
on economic institutions like property rights and the rule of law, and on political institutions
like democracy. Critiques come in a number of strands, discussed in turn, below.

What if the ‘institutionalist’ research is unreliable?
156.As indicated above, there are significant methodological weaknesses in the quantitative,
econometrics-type research on which institutionalist interpretations of economic
development are based.200 There are two major strands of this critique. The first is that the
indicators that are chosen to represent what are termed institutions or ‘good governance’
are actually not sound representations of the factors that are really at play. The indicators
that researchers use to explore the impact of property rights or rule of law are invalid
measures: they do not measure what they claim to measure, thus rendering the research
invalid.201 This validity issue is particularly problematic in the literature on institutions where
200
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it is particularly difficult to isolate one institutional factor from another.202 The second strand
of the critique is that a large number of the statistical studies produced merely correlate
governance or institutional measures with income measures: that simply tells us that ‘where
“x” institutional factor is strong, income is higher’. It doesn’t enable causal inference, which
would allow the conclusion that “x” institutional factor was causing growth or higher
incomes. In addition, even those studies which do intelligently use techniques to achieve
such causal inference (e.g. instrumental variables) are vulnerable to the critique that the
instruments they select are weak.203 The difficulties of demonstrating causality are hard to
eradicate, in part owing to the limitations of research methodology.

Maybe institutions don’t matter after all
157.Next, and partly related to the previous critique, is the position that perhaps institutions
just don’t matter after all. Instead, it might be that a series of more or less mutable factors
(geography, existing human capital endowments, leadership commitment etc.) are much
more important (see for example the work of Jeffrey Sachs204, Jared Diamond205). Adopting
this view, the ‘solution’ is not so much to focus on ‘institutions’ (which will emerge in the
end as a result of the structural changes to society that accompany capitalist growth and
society) but just to focus on ways to rectify or compensate for current inequalities in those
initial, constraining factors.

Institutions matter… but not quite in the ways we imagine
Clusters & combinations; complementarities & indivisibilities
158.It may be that institutions matter, but not in isolation. The observable effects of
institutional improvements on economic growth may appear limited owing to so-called
indivisibilities and complementarities: this is to say that some institutions will only have
development impacts when they are fully functional: mere improvements in an institutional
measure won’t be sufficient (indivisibilities). Moreover, the benefits of institutional change
may only be realised once multiple institutional reforms are complete, and work with one
another (complementarities).206

Different contexts will require different clusters and combinations of ‘institutions’
159.An elaboration and variation of the above is that in different settings (time & place) it
will be rather different combinations of institutions that will be required to overcome critical
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barriers to economic development and political change.207 A variety of studies make related
points (see Noman & Stiglitz208, Khan209, Rodrik210, Levy & Fukuyama211, Kohli212 Booth213 and
Kelsall214). In a similar vein, Sen draws an important distinction between the different sets of
institutions which may be required for growth acceleration, and those that may be more
conducive to growth maintenance.215 Failure to recognize the potential diversity of
institutions required for development leaves advocates of standard good governance
remedies vulnerable to criticism of “one size-ism”.

Governance… but not necessarily ‘good governance’ as we know it
160.Similarly, it might be the case that governance matters, but not necessarily the ‘good
governance’ (characterised by fair or inclusive institutions) that is typically espoused.
Instead, what may be more important is the transformative, developmental nature of the
state.216 Indeed, there are a number of examples of states East Asia and Africa where rapid
economic growth has occurred within a conventionally weak governance environment.217 In
this sense, governance is important, but it isn’t an orthodox governance arrangement as
observed in institutionalist literature.
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The risks of “isomorphic mimicry” (or “sheep in wolves’ clothing”)
161.Failure to recognise each of the previous points is likely to lead to the endorsement of
institutional reforms that mimic the form of the desired institutions, but display none of the
functionality.218 For example, with respect to constitutional frameworks, the focus on
institutional reform might imply that the separation of powers (executive, legislature and
judiciary) is a necessary pre-condition of development. But what if a judiciary becomes too
independent (of executive and legislature), and serves only its own interests, becoming
unresponsive, and failing to provide predictable, consistent outcomes in questions of law
and justice?219 This might actually be less developmental than a judiciary controlled by an
executive that was itself committed to sending strong signals to investors via the courts and
their judgements.
162.The case of property rights offers another example. Some analysis suggests that not all
types of property rights will support growth. Instead, transitions towards the establishment
of growth-enhancing property rights will require states to engage in transformative
interventions in property rights: that means annulling some, and strengthening others. The
state’s ability to do this is dependent upon its governance capabilities.220 Property rights in
China aren’t institutionalised in a way that typical ‘good governance’ prescriptions would
recognise: but this hasn’t prevented private investors and party officials making investment
decisions, and otherwise behaving (by and large) as though they property was protected
from expropriation.221
163.Leftwich & Sen222 approach this issue by stressing the importance of organizations
(North’s “players”), as well as institutions in poverty reduction, and find evidence that
institutions are mere empty boxes without effective, well-coordinated organizations to
interact with them.223 This resonates with Leftwich’s point that “institutions will only work
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effectively where they are perceived to be both procedurally and substantively
legitimate.”224

Even if institutions make for development… elites make institutions… and change takes time
164.In addition to the previous points, it is crucial to recognise that even working on the
assumption that institutions are important for development, they cannot easily be
established. For example, the establishment of stronger rule of law (to select one institution)
appears to take a long time. Even the fastest-transforming countries have taken between 15
and 30 years to raise their institutional and organisational performance from that of a fragile
state, like Haiti, to that of a functioning, institutionalised state, like Ghana. In the 20th
century, the fastest performers took 41 years to achieve rule of law transformations.225
Pritchett makes a similar point regarding the extremely long-term nature of institutional
change.226
165.Moreover, to focus too hard on institutions risks ignoring the human agency227 in their
formation. A common feature in both the political settlements academic literature228 and
North’s concept of limited and open access orders229 is the notion that elites are absolutely
crucial for the formation and maintenance of institutions, something which seems to have
been lost in the ‘good governance’ interpretation of new institutionalism. Putzel & Di John’s
positioning of the political settlement (initially, and in some cases, little more than a bargain
between elites) at the heart of development processes, with formal institutions following
later, may be more representative of the reality of development.230
166.Further, it ought not to be assumed that political elites will necessarily create better
institutions in a conventional sense. Khan231 and North232 observe that it is entirely possible
that powerful elites, sitting at the heart of the political settlement, will design and enforce
224
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institutions (formal or informal) that are favourable to their own prosperity, but not
necessarily conducive to a more inclusive growth strategy (Acemoglu & Robinson refer to
such institutions as ‘extractive institutions.’)
Best fit or ‘second best’ rather than ‘best practice’
167.Partly in response to these various critiques of the ‘good governance’ agenda, and the
institutional focus that underpins it, a significant body of research now advocates for
‘second best’233 or ‘best fit’ rather than ‘best practice’ approaches to governance and
institutional reform. Grindle234 calls for ‘good enough’ governance solutions. Such
approaches take into full account both the growth trajectory of the country and the
235
underlying political context.
Fukuyama & Levy’s ‘growth diagnostics’ approach is
comparable, and notes that some successful development trajectories can be achieved
through the adoption of ‘just enough governance’ approaches, where discrete institutional
barriers are addressed as they are identified as growth blockers. This is rather different to
approaches which seek to achieve wholesale, simultaneous institutional change.236

Part VI: summary
168.Part VI has surveyed the wider critique of the ‘good governance’ agenda, a critique
which identifies flaws in the thesis that stronger economic and political institutions are likely
to provide major developmental benefits. A number of different strands of a larger critique
have been outlined. First, there is a methodological critique of the econometric research
upon which a significant body of ‘institutionalist’ research evidence has been based. Next, in
a theme only cursorily explored here, there is a significant body of evidence to suggest that
institutions just aren’t that important in explaining development trajectories. Next is the
position (rigorously, and convincingly argued in the literature) that institutions matter, but
not in the ways that orthodox, conventional ‘good governance’ policy interpretations
imagine. For example, institutions matter, but not in isolation. They must be considered as
clusters. Next, contexts matter for institutions: different clusters will be required at different
stages of a state’s development. Alternatively, governance matters, but this is contingent
upon state capacity, specifically the state’s ability to transform particular institutions (for
developmental purposes) at particular points in time.
169.Other critiques are content to recognise the importance of institutions, but note that
institutions must be populated by effective organisations, in the form of developmental
leaders, or developmental elites. A narrow, parsimonious focus on institutions without due
consideration of the organizations and individuals that form them, operate within them, and
enforce them, is likely to lead to ineffective policy interventions. Some, sceptical critiques,
note that whilst institutions and organisations are important, their development takes
extended periods of time (decades rather than years) and is not amenable to external
intervention.
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170.An alternative reading of politics, economics and history to that espoused by ‘good
governance’ interpretations of institutionalist literature has emerged around calls for ‘best
fit’ or ‘second best’ institutions. This literature adopts a ‘growth diagnostics’ approach to
change, and advocates for the identification of particular barriers to growth, and unorthodox
institutional fixes to remedy them.

Part VII: conclusions
171.This paper concludes with an abbreviated summary of the previous sections:
a. Poverty reduction is dependent on economic growth, but growth alone is
insufficient to reduce poverty;
b. Trade liberalisation leads to faster growth. National economic growth is driven by
increased levels of domestic and international trade;
c. Higher levels of competition in domestic product markets and factor markets
drive higher growth rates. Liberalisation of domestic and international capital
markets generally has more modest effects on growth;
d. Violent, civil conflict is deleterious to growth;
e. Corruption may hamper growth, and is typically a consequence of weak political
institutions;
f.

There is a strong (though not definitive) empirical basis for the assertion that
economic institutions (such as property rights) are crucial for economic
development;

g. Democracy is highly valued around the world. Democracies are wealthier, more
likely to sustain growth, and less likely to go to war with one another than nondemocracies. However, the evidence does not demonstrate that democracy
causes higher incomes or is a direct outcome of higher incomes;
h. Transitions to democracy typically entails violent contestation;
i.

Political competition, as characterised by stronger, inclusive, issues-based political
parties, staffed by competitively-recruited individuals (and including women) is
more important in controlling executive power than the mere holding of elections;

j.

Civil society may benefit the poor, through participation, transparency and
accountability. However, the degree to which civil society is effective is likely to
depend upon the extent to which participation is politically motivated and
organized and the amenability of the state to change;

k. Exclusive focus on institutions may underplay wider political, economic and
geographical factors that are key for development. In addition, it is clear that
different sets of institutions may matter for different countries at different stages
of their development. Development practitioners are likely to benefit from
consideration of best fit institutional remedies rather than best practice
prescriptions.
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